John Reeves, healthcare CTO evangelist for Boomi, discusses how integration platform-as-a-service (iPaaS) simplifies integration across the enterprise, speeds time to value and improves patient outcomes.

**What are the main enterprise integration challenges for Medicaid and HHS organizations?**

Containing costs and pivoting to quality outcomes are top of mind whether organizations are integrating applications, data, Internet of Things (IoT), application programming interfaces (APIs) or mobile apps. Everyone in the healthcare ecosystem must be able to share data and participate in a meaningful way to deliver higher-quality outcomes. Even if it’s a mandate that starts generically with rules for interoperability, you have to have the right set of technologies to enable the future state — whether it’s incorporating applications at the edge or a connected device, or moving to an API-driven landscape. The challenges are really around reducing technical debt while increasing efficacy in the outcomes-based arena.

**How does an enterprise iPaaS solution help solve integration challenges?**

The Boomi Enterprise iPaaS platform helps integrate disparate or hybrid architectures across the continuum of care. It provides a single-instance, multitenant architecture that frees organizations from having to do things like manage code versions. The platform also lets organizations modernize without replacing everything they currently use. They can augment and move forward to support low code, agility, and intelligence and insights. That creates a very high return on investment because organizations can focus on their business initiatives and clinical or business outcomes instead of undertaking enterprise IT projects.

**What differentiates enterprise iPaaS offerings?**

iPaaS moves enterprise integration to the cloud. But taking a legacy technology or a type of work that was previously done on premises and simply moving it off premises doesn’t necessarily improve the experience. Leading enterprise iPaaS solutions also include a comprehensive and ever-changing service layer in the cloud. They provide a platform for implementing continuous innovation and feature sets in a low-cost, agile way. Before iPaaS, there was a lot of customization and unique ways to do this type of work. The work was often tied to one IT person’s individual skills. Leading enterprise iPaaS offerings provide a systematic way of creating these digital transformation efforts in the cloud and easily adapting to changes. That allows an organization to save money on adjacencies and make changes incrementally as the business continues to change.

**Where should organizations start on the path to cloud-based platform integration?**

Organizations should think honestly about their multi-cloud strategy — what they’re trying to achieve and where they need to gain efficiencies. They can start with a small project that gives them a good understanding of how that solution marries to their strategy. They can then use the platform to extend the project through the enterprise. In addition, organizations should test the efficacy of the solution in some quantifiable way, making sure they get the returns on investment they expect.
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